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Mixing properties of Ca-Mg-Fe-Mn garnets
R. G. BnnnaaN
Geological Survey of Canada, 588 Booth Street,Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0E4, Canada

Ansrucr
A model for the mixing properties of quaternary Ca-Mg-Fe-Mn garnetsis developedby
mathematical programming analysis of reversed phase-equilibrium data as well as calorimetric and volumetric data. The positions of end-member equilibria are establishedby
using the thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) with minor revisions. Recent phaseequilibrium and calorimetric data strongly suggestexcessentropy [5.08 J/(mol K)] on
the grossular-almandinejoin, but considerably smaller excessenthalpy than implied by
the data ofcressey et al. (1978).
Near-ideal mixing is deduced for the pyrope-almandinejoin from an analysis of three
setsof orthopyroxene-garnetFe-Mg exchangeexperiments.The derived mixing properties
of Fe-Mg garnetsare tested by calibrating annite properties from Ferry and Spear's(1978)
experimental data on the garnet-biotite exchangeequilibrium. These annite data lead to
reasonableresults for pressurescomputed from the equilibrium muscovite * almandine
: annite * aluminosilicate + quartz, in contrast to resultsobtained with annite properties
derived by using larger nonideal Fe-Mg mixing in garnet. Applications of this formulation
of the garnet-biotite geothermometeryield most reasonableresults when Zr"* : 0.
Excellent support for the derived mixing properties of garnet is demonstrated by (l)
convergenceofdifferent equilibria involving various garnet components in a single P-Z
region for a two-pyroxene granulite, (2) calculating pressureswith the equilibrium 3 anorthite : grossular * 2 aluminosilicate * quartz that place the observed aluminosilicate
polymorph in natural assemblageswithin its computed stability field, and (3) computing
presswes as above and garnet-biotite temperaturesthat place rocks with more than one
aluminosilicate phasein proximity to the appropriate aluminosilicate phaseboundary.

Several models for quaternary Ca-Mg-Fe-Mn garnets
havebeenproposed(Gangulyand Kennedy, 1974;Hodges
Garnet is one of the most important minerals used in and Spear, 1982; Ganguly and Saxena, 1984), although
petrogeneticcalculations becauseof its occurrencein a Ganguly and Saxenarecommended caution in applicawide range of bulk compositions over a wide range of tions of their model to garnetswith Fe/Mg < 3. In spite
metamorphic grades.Nevertheless,and in spite of con- of extreme differencesbetween the latter two models, both
siderable effort very little consensushas been reached are still commonly used by petrologistsattempting to deabout the validity of various models proposedfor garnet cipher P-7 conditions and P-T-t histories. Application
solution properties (compare, for example, Ganguly and of theseand other models that apply to garnetsof a limSaxena,1984,with Wood, 1987).This lack of consensus ited range of compositions invariably lead to diverse restems primarily from three sources.First, experimental sults among which it is difficult for most petrologists to
constraintson solution properties come from direct mea- selectobjectively. The purposesofthis paper are to begin
surements(calorimetry, xno) and phase-equilibrium data to resolve these differencesby showing the range of sothat make the definition of a unique set of solution prop- lution properties that are consistentwith available expererties highly sensitive to the weight given to each type of imental data and to derive a revised garnet solution moddata. A related problem is the weight given to distribu- el that can be applied with more confidence to a wide
tion-coefficient (K") data of natural assemblages.
Second, range of bulk compositions.
phase-equilibrium data (or natural Ko data) cannot be
Phase-equilibrium experiments provide an important
used to refine solution properties independently of stan- sourceof data from which to retrieve mixing properties,
dard-state thermodynamic properties so that definition but the data derived are very sensitive to the choice of
of the former is sensitiveto the choiceof the latter. Third,
standard-statethermodynamic data used in the calculaconsiderablefreedom exists in selectingmodel complex- tions. Recently, Berman (1988) presenteda set of stanity and calibration of model parameters becauseof the dard-state thermodynamic properties for 67 minerals in
nonnegligibleuncertaintiesassociatedwith all three types the systemNarO-KrO-CaO-MgO-FeO-FerOr-AlrOr-SiOrof data.
TiOr-HrO-CO, that were optimized using the technique
INrnonucrroN
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of mathematical programming (rrrnr). The internal consistencyof theseproperties and their high degreeof compatibility with available experimental data (seeBerman,
1988, for supporting details) provide an excellent point
of departure to derive excessfree energiesof the garnet
solid solution. Direct measurementsof mixing properties
are utilized to distinguish the enthalpy, entropy, and volume contributions to the free energiesof mixing.
Eeuarroxs

FoR MULTTcoMpToNENT
soLUTroNs
general
This study utilizes the
excessequations (Eqs. 9
and 22) derived by Berman and Brown (1984) for multicomponent solutions. For a third-degree polynomial
(asymmetric excessmodel), the activity coefficient of the
rnth component is written as follows:

JZv

TABLE
1. O, termsin Equation1 for garnetexcessparameters
givenin Table4
Parameter
112
122
113
133
223
233
123
124
134
234

m:1
2
1
2
1
0
0
1
I
1
0

m:2
1

0
0
2
1
1
1
0
1

m:3

m=4

0
0
1
2
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

I

0
I

MnrHopor,ocv

The technique of mathematical programming (Berman
et al., 1986) has been used to calibrate all relevant therp
nRTln ?. : > W,;.I(Q-X,X1X./X-- 2XIjX),
(l) modynamic properties.Accordingly, eachhalf-bracketon
I
the position ofa phaseequilibrium is castas an inequality
constraint on the Gibbs free energy of reaction, with the
where each W refersto WG: WH - TWs * PWr, Q-is
directional senseof the inequality constraint reflecting
a term that counts the number of the i, 7, k subscripts from which side the equilibrium has been approached
that are equal to m (Table l; see also App. l), n is the (Fig. l). For the equilibrium
number of sites on which mixing occurs, and p is equal
(A)
3An:Gr+2Ky*Qz,
to the number of excessparameters needed for a given
system.This number and the identity of the parameters (see App. 2 for abbreviations of mineral names) these
representall possiblepermutations of the three subscripts constraints are written as
in a given component system. The major advantagesof
(3)
a,Gs 0.
this formulation are( I ) it can be memorized easilybecause
the parametersubscriptsserveas reminders of their coef- Ifgarnet is the only phasethat exhibits solid solution in
ficients, (2) the same equations apply to any number of the experiment, this expressioncan be expanded (for a
components[or any degreeof polynomial usedto express site multiplicity of three) to
the excessfree energy if Eq. 22 of Berman and Brown
(4)
A,Go + 3R?"ln 1o, * 3RT ln X* S 0.
(1984) is usedl, and (3) calculation ofactivity coefficients
canbe programmedwith aminimum amount ofcomputer Upon rearrangement,it can be seenthat eachexperiment
code while allowing for maximum generality.
offers direct linear constraints on the set of Margules paFor use in systemswith more than two components,a rametersused to representthe activity-coefficient term if
specific form of excessequation that was suggestedby the standard-stateproperties and Xc, are known from exWohl (1946, 1953)has found widespreaduse (e.g.,An- periment:
dersonand Lindsley, l98l; Ganguly and Saxena,1984;
(5)
W'X' S - L,Go - 3RTln X*,
Fuhrman and Lindsley, 1988;Jackson,1989).The Wohl
equation can be recast in the form of the general excess where W' representsthe set of Margules parametersand
equation (i.e., Eq. l) by substitution for the temary W,r,o: X' the sum of all mole-fraction coefficientsresulting from
substitution of Equation 1. If any of the standard-state
W,.i.t : (W,,,' * Wij.j + Wi.i,k
properties (H, S, V, Cr, a, 9) are unknown or in need of
* w,.u.u* wi.ik + wj.k)/2
C,r.o. Q)
refinement, these terms remain as variables on the left
Equations I and 2 combine to give the same equation side of Relation 5.
that Anderson and Lindsley (198 I ) derived independentThe mathematical programming approach described
ly by making the ternary excessparameter a function of aboveand discussedin more detail by Bermanet al. (1986)
third-degree constants in the initial polynomial used to offers severaladvantagesover alternatemethods oftreatrepresent the excessfree energy of solution. In the ab- ing phase-equilibrium data. First, results using regression
senceof ternary data to calibrate the ternary Wohl Car analysis are highly sensitive to the implicit or explicit
term, it can be seenthat the Wohl equation approximates weighting of the input data with no safeguardagainstvithe ternary parameter given by Equation I as one-half olation of specificphase-equilibrium brackets.With unp,
the sum of the bounding binary parameters.This rela- the full range of solution properties consistent with a set
tionship has been retained in this study as experimental of phase-equilibrium data can be explored without redata are available to calibrate ternary interactions only course to the iterative manual adjustment of input data
in the Ca-Mg-Fe system.
used by Lindsley et al. (1981, p. 166) or the trial and
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Fig. l. Illustrationofthe procedureusedto derivesolution
propertiesfor garnetfrom constanttemperature
experiments
on
the displacement
of the equilibrium3An : Gr + 2Ky + Qz.
Crosses
andarrowheads
showthe startingandfinal garnetcompositions,respectively.
Uncertainties
in pressure
and final cornpositionsareincorporated
into theP-X* locationofconstraints
usedin the analysis.Squares
anddiamondsrepresent
inequality
bracketswith A,G < 0 and A,G > 0; respectively.
error calibration usedby Saxenaand Chatterjee(1986, p.
828). Second,uncertaintiesin determining compositions
ofexperimental products can be explicitly incorporated,
thus allowing for realistic exploration of the constraints
provided by any experimental data. Third, rrLlp makes
use of the constraints provided by half-brackets on the
position of an equilibrium without making the erroneous
assumption that equilibrium has been reached.This last
point is very important, as most experimental studies
produce half-bracketsthat cannot be combined into full
reversals.
Prior to the rraer analysis, excess-volumeparameters
were fixed by analysis of measuredvolumes on each of
the binary joins. Excess-entropyparameters were similarly fixed for the grossular-pyropejoin, the only binary
for which direct excess-entropymeasurementshave been
made. Every attempt has been made to adhere to the
philosophy that the adopted solution model be only as
complex as required by the experimental data and associated uncertainties.
Although inequality constraints representing20 uncertainties of excessenthalpies could be analyzedsimultaneously with the phase-equilibrium data, this procedure
has not been followed here becauseof the repeated occurrence of inconsistenciesbetween phase-equilibrium
data and measuredheats of mixing. Instead, phase-equilibrium data have been used to form the primary constraints on enthalpies and entropies of mixing, whereas
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Fig.2. Comparisonof variousexperimental
bracketsfor the
equilibrium 3An : Gr + 2Ky + Qz with its positioncalculated
with the thermodynamic
dataof Berman(1988).Opensymbols
representlocationof experiments
after adjustmentof nominal
values(endof lines)for estimatedP-I uncertainties.
The data
ofKoziol andNewton(1988a)
andWood(1988)havebeenadjusteddownwardby 0.2 kbar for friction effects(seetext).The
uncorrected
dataofHensenet al. (l 975)andCressey
et al. (l 978)
shownin this figureappearto requiredownwardadjustmentof
owingto friction effects.
aboutI kbar,presumably
heat-of-mixing data were usedto optimize the final properties with a nonlinear least-squaresobjective function
(Berman et al., 1986).The lesserweight given to the latter
data can be rationalized by the common occurrencewithin individual sets of enthalpy measurementsof outliers
that do not agreewith 2o uncertaintieswith either smooth
analytical representationsof the entire data set or with
duplicate measurements(Figs. 3a, 6a, 8a). In contrast,
taking account of compositional uncertainties in phaseequilibrium experiments generally sufficesto correct for
any overstepping ofinferred equilibrium boundaries indicated by nominal compositions, although inconsistencies among data setscan arise that need to be resolved.
Clr.nurroN
oF BTNARYJorNs
Table 2 summarizes the phase-equilibrium data that
have been used to constrain thermodynamic properties.
The thermodynamic activity of a mineral component is
calculated from the pressuredifference between the position of an equilibrium with end-member minerals and
the position of the same equilibrium with the solid solution. It is therefore important to establish and correct
for any differencesamong the positions of the end-member curves computed with the thermodynamic data used
in this study and the experimentally determined endmember curves. In this study preferenceis given to the
position of the thermodynamic end-member curves, as
the thermodynamic data have been refined using an ex-
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TABLE2, Phase-equilibriumdata used to derive garnet solution properties
Equilibrium

Ref..

Pressure
assembly

Uncertaintiesused
in MAPanalysis

1

0.3 kbar, 5'C, 0.01 Xc,

Y4in. (1.905cm)
Naol

2

0.3kbar,5'C,0.01 Xu,

Vain. (1.905cm)
NaCl

3

0.5 kbar, 5'C, 0.01 Xq

4

0.5 kbar, 5'C, 0.01 Xu,

(B) An + 6llm+ 3Qz: Gr +
2Alm+ 6Rt
(C) 3Fa + 3An: Gr + 2Alm

6

0.3 kbar, 5'C, 0.01 X@

5

0.3 kbar, 5'C, 0.01 Xo.

(D) 3En+ Alm: 3Fs+ Py

7
8

0.3 kbar, l(F C, 0.01 Xh, XM
10% kbar,20" C, 0.01 Xb, Xa,

Y2in. (1.27 cm)
talc
t/zin. (1.27 cml
talc
1 in. (2.54cm)
Nacl
1 in. (2.54cm)
Naol
NaCl and CsCl
Tetrahedralanvil

I

1.0 kbar, 5' C, 0.01 X6, XM

Talc and Pyrex

10

0.2 kbar, 5' C, 0.01 X^.",X",

Cold seal

(A) 3An: Gr + 2Ky + Qz

(E) Ann + Py : Phl + Alm

(seetext)
Pressureadlustments
-0.2 kbar as suggested by Koziol and
Newton(1988)for % in. (1.905+m)NaCl
cells
-0.2 kbar as suggestedby Koziol and
Newton (1988) tor Tq-in.(1.905-cm)NaCl
cells; -0.3 kbar to account for An composition
-1 kbar as suggested by comparisonof
data tor end-membercurve (Fig. 2)
> -1 kbar as suggestedby comparisonot
data for end-memb€rcurve (Fig. 2)
-0.5 kbar to ac@unt for final compositions
reported for An and llm

Only data with crystallinestarting materials
used
Only data with crystallinestarting materials
in C caosules used

'References: (1) Koziot and Newton (1988a),(2) Wood (1988),(3) Hensenet al. (1975),(4) CressQl-etal. (1978),(5) Bohle_n
et al. (1983a)'(6) Bohlen
and Liotta 0986),i7) Lee and Gangutyitseet,tiliHaaey 098ai, (9i xawasari and Matsui0983), (10) Ferry and Spear (1978).

perimental databasethat extendsfar beyond the equilibria listed in Table 2 (see Berman, 1988, for details). In
addition, this assumption leads to fulfillment of one of
the goals of this work: to provide petrologists with an
internally consistent set of standard-stateand solution
properties of minerals that can be applied meaningfully
to natural assemblages.
Figure 2 shows the position of Equilibrium A computed with the thermodynamic data of Berman (1988) in
comparison with brackets determined in four studies
aimed at measuring grossular activity by the displaced
equilibrium method. The computed curve agreeswith the
overall distribution of Koziol and Newton's (1988a)data,
which have been adjusted downward in pressureby 0.2
kbar to account for their estimation of friction effectsin
3/+-in.
(1.905-cm)NaCl pressureassemblies,
althoughthe
curve is displaced to the low-pressureuncertainty limit
(0.54 kbar estimated by Koziol and Newton) of the 950
and 1050 "C brackets. These small differencesmay be
indicative ofslightly etreaterfriction effectsthan they estimate or by upward displacement of the equilibrium
causedby incorporation of small amounts of Li (from the
LirMoOo flux) into the feldspar structure. In either case
this small diference can be ignored in analyzing their
displaced phase equilibrium data, as the friction effects
should be smaller at the lower pressuresof the displaced
equilibrium experiments, and contamination by Li should
affectboth the displacedand the end-member data equally.
At 1050oC,Wood (1988) reversedEquilibrium A between 23.0 and 23.5 kbar using a piston cylinder apparatus with a 3/q-in.(1.905-cm) NaCl pressureassembly.
As these brackets are virtually identical to those found
by Koziol and Newton (1988a),Wood's data have also

been adjusted downward by the 0.2-kbar friction correction recommendedby Koziol and Newton for 3/-in. NaCl
pressureassemblies.Comparisonof the 1300 and 1350
oC bracketsof Hensen et al. (1975) and Cresseyet al.
(1978) with the computed equilibrium curve (Fig. 1) indicates a l-kbar correction toward lower pressure.This
correction representsa minimum value that should be
applied to their displaced equilibrium data collected at
lower temperatures where friction effects would be expected to increase.
Grossular-Almandine
Reversedexperimental data relevant to analysisof the
Gr-Alm join have been obtained by Koziol and Newton
(l9S8b) for Equilibrium A and by Bohlen and Liotta
(1986) and Bohlen et al. (1983b),respectively,for equilibria involving garnet of the composition Gr'rrAlmrrr:
An + 6Ilm + 3Qz:Gr

+ 2Alm + 6Ru

(B)

and
3Fa+3An:Gr+2Alm.

(C)

Retrieval of mixing propertiesfrom thesedata is critically
dependent on assumed standard-state thermodynamic
data. In order to reproduce all phase-equilibrium data as
closely as possible on this join, minor adjustments were
made to the standard state properties of almandine and
ilmenite given by Berman (1988) and derived without
consideration of mixing properties on this join. These
revised standard state properties (Table 3) are consistent
with all other thermodynamic properties given by Berman (1988) and with the same phaseequilibrium experiments usedby Berman (1988) to derive theseproperties.
It is encouragingthat these revisions lead to very close
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Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted and measured values for (a) heats of mixing and @) volumes of mixing on the grossularalmandine join. Error bars show 2o uncertainties that incorporate uncertainties in end-member values. Predicted curves are also
shown in (a) for models ofGeiger et al. (1987; dashedcurve) and Ganguly and Saxena(1984). Note in (b) that the suggestionof
negativeexcessvolume (Cresseyet al., 1978) for almandine-rich compositions is not supported by more recent data.

agreementof the enthalpy of the formation of almandine
(- 5267.216 kJlmol) with that (- 5261.
.8 kJlmol) derived
from electrochemicalmeasurementsreported recently by
Woodland and Wood (1989).
Although the data for Equilibria A and B are compat-

ible with near-ideal mixing with no excessentropy, the
highesttemperaturebracket for Equilibrium C requires a
minimum symmetric entropy of about 9 J/(mol K). However, this amount ofexcess entropy leads to excessheats
of mixing that are considerably larger than measuredby
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JJJ

propertiesof minerals(at 1 bar and298.15K) modifiedfrom Berman(1988)
thermodynamic
TABLE
3. Standard-state
AH (kJ/mol)

V (Jlbat)

I [J(mol K)]

-5267.216'
- 5142.800t
-1232.448'*
-6210.391
$

11.s11t
15.408+
3.171
14.977t
- 13831900 f-'z
Cp:727.21.-_4775.O47-v
mineralsexceptannite:
Note..Heat-capacityandvolumefunctionsaregivenbyBerman(1988)forall
- (1.697
1 + (3.445x 10+)(f - 298.15)
V1",nlVx*,m,"n=
K);estimation
bisedoriexchangereaciiontophlogopite)
+ 2119060OOO7+1b"in.l4mot
x 10{) (P - 1) (sameas phlogopite).
. Properties
in this paper.
datainvolvinggarnetsolidsolutionsdiscussed
revisedon the basisof experimental
takenfrom Berman(1988).
f Properties
of
givenin Table4 andthe assumption
withgarnetproperties
derivedfromgarnetbiotit6dataof FerryandSpear(1978)in conjunction
f Properties
idealFe-Mgmixingin biotite.
phlogopite+ quartz: enstatite+
revisedto accountfor data of Wood(1976)and Petersonand Newton(1988)for the equilibrium
$ Properties
sanidine+ HrO.
FeeAl2Si3O1,
KFerAlSi30,o(OH),
FeTiO,
KMgrAlSbO,o(OH),

Almandine
Annite
llmenite
Phlogopite

Geiger et al. (1987).A small adjustment (0.3 kbar) beyond the uncertainty reported by Bohlen et al. (1983b)
for this bracket permits a smaller excessentropy (5.08
J/(mol K) and heatsof mixing that are in good agreement
with the data of Geiger et al. (Fig. 3a). The amount of
this adjustment is within the uncertainties of the thermodynamic properties of minerals in Equilibrium C and
may indicate that minor revisions in some heat capacity
and volume functions are necessary.The adopted solution properties (Table 4) are consistent with both sets of
phase-equilibrium data for the AlmrrrGrrr. composition
Gig. a) and with Koziol and Newton's (1988b) data (Fig.
5). The data of Cresseyet al. (1978) were not used becausethey are clearly inconsistent with those of Koziol
and Newton (Fig. 5) since similar garnet compositions
were produced about 3 kbar higher in the experiments of
Cresseyet al. The simplest interpretation is that this discrepancy results from much larger friction effectsin the
experimentsofCressey et al. at 1000 "C than the l-kbar
correction implied by comparison of their 1350-'C reversal of the end-memberequilibrium with the computed
position and with the other data sets (Fig. 2).
Excessvolumes measuredby Geiger et al. (1987) and
Koziol (1988) are positive acrossthe entire grossular-almandine join, contradicting the suggestionof negative
excessvolume for almandine-rich compositions (Cressey

TlaLE4. Garnetsolutionproperties(onlynonzerovalues)to be
1 andA1-44
usedwith Equations
Parameter

Wa(J/mol)

112
122
113
133
223
233
123
124
134
234

21560
69 200
20320
2620
230
3720
58 825
45424
11 470
1975

WsU/(molK)l
18.79
18.79
5.08
5.08

WvQlbat)

0.10
0.10
o.17
0.09
0.01
0.06
0.265
0.100
0.130
0.035

340.007420.000+
108.6281
334.346$

et al., 1978; seeFig. 3b). The presenttwo parameter representation of the volume data is asymmetric toward
grossular-richcompositions, the same shapeexhibited in
heatsof mixing derived from the above analysis(Fig' 3a)'
This parallelism can be viewed most simply as the energetic responseto the observedvolume mismatch.
The model yields enthalpies of mixing that are less
strongly nonideal than the models of Ganguly and Saxena
(1984) and Anovitz and Essene(1987). This difference
can be attributed to the previous workers' useof(a) phase
equilibrium data ofCresseyet al. (1978)' which are sys-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental data for two equilibria
involving Gr,rrAlm* garnets with positions computed with
thermodynamic data from Tables 3 and 4. Syrnbolsas in Fig. 2.
23.87
The brackets for the high pressure equilibrium have been ad18.79
5.08
justed down by 0.5 kbar, the displacementcalculated(assuming
ideal mixing) for the reported compositions of anorthite and
order:1 : Gr, 2 : Py, 3 : Alm,4 : Sp. Ternary ilmenite (Table 2). Seetext for discussion of the inconsistency
,Vote.'
Component
with Equation2; ternary with the high temperature bracket for the Gr + 2Alm : 3An +
from binaryparameters
termswerecalculated
parameters
of Wohlequation,Cft,arc all equalto zero.
3Fa equilibrium.
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Fig. 5. Comparisonof experimentalbracketsfor the displacementof the equilibrium3An : Gr * 2Ky + ez in the
almandine-grossular
systemwith its positioncalculated
assuming ideal mixing (dashedcurve)and with the thermodynamic
datagivenin Tables3 and4 (solidcurve).Symbolswith arrows
showstartingand final garnetcompositions,
respectively.
The
final compositions
and pressures
havebeenadjustedfor uncertainties(Table2). Note the displacement
to higherpressureof
the resultsofCresseyet al. (1978)that suggests
the needfor a
largefriction correction.
tematically higher in pressurethan those of Koziol and
Newton (seeabove), (b) Haselton and Newton's (1980)
model for grossular-almandineexcessvolume that incorporatesnegative departuresfrom ideality for almandinerich compositions, and (c) a larger excess-entropyparameter for the grossular-almandinejoin [18.828 J/(mol K) in
the model of Ganguly and Saxena(1984) and in Anovitz
and Essene's(1987) modell 34.2 J/(mol K) in Anovitz
and Essene'smodel II]. In comparison to the analysis of
Anovitz and Essene(1987), the smaller excessentropy
derived in this study largely reflectsthe effect ofadopting
standard-stateproperties here that are in better agreement with the results of Bohlen et al. (1983a),which
showedhigh-temperaturereversalsfor the equilibrium
Alm*3Ru:3Ilm+Si+2ez
[compare Fig. I of Anovitz and Essene(1937) with Fig.
44b of Berman (1988)1.Nevertheless,becauseof the extreme sensitivity of excessentropy to small perturbations
of both phase-equilibrium and thermodynamic data, additional experimentsthat span a wider range of temperature are required to fix this value more confidently.
Grossular-Pyrope
Excessvolumes on the grossular-pyropejoin are poorly
constrained by the data (Fig. 6b). Within the context of

the amount of scatter within and the degree of correspondenceamong various data sets,it is difficult to justify
a more complicated representation than the symmetric
model adopted in this study. This model contrasts with
those that incorporate negative departuresfrom ideality
(e.g.,Haselton and Newton, 1980; Ganguly and Saxena,
1984)and near ideal mixing (Wood, 1988)near the pyrope end-member.
An excessentropy of 4.51 J/(mol K) was measuredby
Haselton and Westrum (1980) on a synthetic garnet of
composition Xo,: 0.4. Following Haselton and Newton
(1980), and consistent with the above representationof
the volume data, the simplest assumption is that the entropy is a symmetric function, giving W" : 18.79
J/(mol K). In contrast, Wood (1988) arguesthat W"has
the same dependenceon composition as Wr, is thus
strongly asymmetric, and is nearly zero near the pyrope
end-member.
Wood's reversalsof garnet compositions Xo, : 0.128
and 0.150 at 15 and 16 kbar agreewith the half-brackets
of Hensenet al. (1975), but the combined data (Fig. 7)
for garnet compositions with Xo. < 0.22 do not place
very stringentconstraintson mixing propertiesacrossthis
join. With the above approximations for excessentropy
and volume, the enthalpy of mixing can be describedas
nearly symmetric to highly asymmetric toward pyroperich compositions. The latter alternative has been adopted in this study becauseit producesheatsof mixing compatible with the measurementsof Newton et al. (1977;
Fig. 6a). It should be noted however that a symmetric fit
(e.9., Wr, : 41.4 kJ/mol given by Hodges and Spear,
1982) also representsthesedata reasonablywell, but this
alternative would require a considerably smaller excess
entropy than derived by Haselton and Westrum (1980)
in order to reproducethe phase-equilibriumdata. Further
experimental work involving more grossular-rich garnet
and analysis of well-defined natural assemblagesare
neededto reduce this remaining uncertainty.
Pyrope-Almandine
Recent volume measurements(Geiger et al., 1987) indicate near-ideal mixing for the pyrope-almandinebinary, consistentwith the similarity in ionic radii of Fer* and
Mg'z*.The bestrepresentationof thesedata suggestssmall
positive deviations from ideality with asymmetry towards the Fe end-member (Fig. 8b). The same senseof
asymmetry but with much larger magnitude is observed
in the heat-of-mixing data of Geiger et al. (1987; Fig. 8a)
and was deducedby Ganguly and Saxena(1984) from an
analysis of Mg-Fe fractionation among natural mineral
palrs.
A great deal of experimentally determined Mg-Fe exchange data between garnet and other minerals can be
used to derive garnet mixing properties on this join, but
conclusionsare highly dependent on the assumedproperties of the other minerals involved in the experiments.
It seemsclear that the best strategyis to processall data
together so as to extract simultaneously a consistent set
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of solution properties for all minerals (Engi et al., 1984).
This is the only procedure that can effectively reduce the
possibility of erroneousassumptionsregarding the solution properties of any one mineral misleading the interpretation of the propertiesof another mineral, in this case

garnet. Although the wisdom of this approach seemsindisputable,the magnitude of this task is considerableand
beyond the scope of this study. Instead the procedure
adopted here is to derive garnet properties from consideration ofexperimental exchangedata between orthopy-
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orthopyroxene.This should have a negligibleeffectin the
analysisbecausethe most constrainingexperimental data
discussedbelow involve pyroxenes with less than 2.75
wto/oAlrOr.
Table 2 summarizes the three sets of experiments on
the equilibrium

a Hensen et ol. (1975)
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Fig. 7. Comparisonof experimentalbracketsfor the displacementof the equilibrium3An : Gr + 2Ky + Qz in the
pyrope-grossular
systemwith its positioncalculatedassuming
data
idealmixing (dashedcurve)and with the thermodynamic
givenin Tables3 and 4 (solidcurve).Symbolsasin Fig. 5. The
to account
dataof Woodhavebeencorrectedto lowerpressure
Thedata
for thereducedactivityofanorthitein hisexperiments.
ofHensenet al. (1975)havebeencorrectedto accountfor the
presence
of kyaniteinsteadof sillimaniteand adjusteddownwardby I kbarassuggested
by comparison
oftheir bracketwith
the data of Koziol and Newton (1988a)for the end-member
curve(Fig. 2).

roxene and garnet, and then to form an independent test
of the derived properties by applying them to natural
assemblagesthat do not contain orthopyroxene.
The assumption adopted in this study is that orthopyroxene can be well approximated at high temperature
as a two-site ideal solution. Many activity measurements
for Mg-Fe orthopyroxenessuggestnear-idealmixing (e.g.,
Kitayama and Katsura, 1968; Sakawaet al., 1978). In
contrast, recent data of Sharma et al. (1987) gatheredat
lower temperature(727 'C) indicate positive excessheats
of mixing, but thesecan be expectedto more closely approach ideality at higher temperatures. Many workers
have also concludedthat the two-site ideal mixing model
provides the most reasonablethermobarometric results
for a wide range of natural assemblages(e.g.,Wood and
Banno, I 973;Newton, I 983; Perkinsand Chipera,I 985).
Such a model is admittedly oversimplified in that it ignores the effects of cation ordering for which there are
conflicling descriptions (Davidson and Lindsley, 1989;
Sack and Ghiorso, 1989). These effectsare most important, however, at temperatures lower than those of the
most constraining experiments used in the following
analysis. An additional complication is introduced by
possible nonideal interactions related to Al solubility in

Fs + Py.

(D)

The data of Lee and Ganguly (1988) constitute the most
extensive set of data with Ko values reversedfrom both
directions. Kawasaki and Matsui (1983) provide much
dala at I 100 and I 300 "C, but the presentanalysisutilizes
only those data in which the direction of changein K"
values was reported and which were produced with crystalline starting materials. The data of Harley (1984) are
difrcult to use with confidencebecausemany of the experiments were conducted in Fe capsulesand orthopyroxene-garnetchargessuffereddifferential iron addition.
Comparison of the compositions of phasescontained in
Fe anil C capsulesalong with textural criteria were used
by Harley to estimate corrections in Fe-Mg ratios of the
Fe capsule run products. Rather than base any conclusions on Harley's interpretations on the effectsof Fe addition and zoning profiles, I used only Harley's experiments with C capsulesin this analysis.
Using the standard-stateproperties given by Berman
(1988) with or without the almandine revision of this
study (seegrossular-almandinesection above), the combined data are nearly consistentwith ideal mixing in orthopyroxene and garnet (Figs. 9a, 9b). Only small discrepanciesoccur with the highest temperature data of all
three studies.In order to reproduceall valid experimental
half-brackets,it is necessaryto allow for small positive
excessheatsof mixing in garnet that show the same sense
of asymmetry as measuredvolumes and heats of mixing
(Fig. 8) but which are much smaller in magnitude than
those suggestedby the calorimetric data. A closer representation of the excessenthalpies could be obtained by
allowing for positive excessentropy, but the very small
observed volumes of mixing are more consistent with
smaller excessheats retrieved here. In fact, the avetage
of the derived mixing parametersis in reasonableaccord
with a symmetrical excessenthalpy of 1.32 kJlmol predicted with the empirical model of Davies and Navrotsky
(1983) that is based on the correlation of volume mismatch with excessenthalpy. It should be noted that the
exact values ofthe excessparametersderived here for the
pyrope-almandinejoin are dependent on the computed
Ca-Fe mixing properties becausethe latter influence the
derived thermodynamic properties of almandine.
Ganguly and Saxena(1984) derived Fe-Mg mixing parameters based on a regressionanalysis of Ko values of
natural assemblages;standard-state mineral properties
used in their study were not reported. Their predicted
mixing parameters(Fig. 8a) agreewith the data of Geiger
et al., but lead to large discrepancieswith the orthopyroxene-garnet dala at low X." (Fig. 9a). Becauseof the
possibility of introducing a systematic error in garnet
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properties as a result of the assumption of ideal mixing
in orthopyroxene,it is desirableto form an independent
check on the Fe-Mg mixing properties derived above.
One effective method described below involves the use
of phaseequilibrium data to extract thermodynamic data
ttral d"p".r-aon garnet Fe-Mg mixing properties and then

to test these new thermodynamic data against information gleanedfrom natural assemblages.
The Fe-Mg exchangedata of Ferry and Spear (1978)
for the garnet-biotite equilibrium,
Ann * Py : Phl + Alm

(E)
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equilibria in applications to natural assemblagesthen forms
an independenttest of the proposedFe-Mg mixing properties.
For the purpose ofthis test, analytical data have been
used from muscovite-bearing pelites that straddle the
kyanite-sillimanite isogradat Azure Lake, British Columbia (Pigage, 1982), and other muscovite-bearingassemblagesinterpreted to have equilibrated near the Al-silipoint at Mount Moosilauke, New Hampshire
have been used to derive the standard-stateenthalpy of cate triple
(Hodges
Spear, 1982). Compositional homogeneity
and
formation for annite with standard-stateproperties for
minerals
on
a thin-section scale and systematic eleof
the other minerals in Equilibrium E given by Berman
partitioning between minerals suggestthat equilib(1988) and in Table 3. Ideal Fe-Mg mixing in biotite is ment
approached.In order to test the two sets
assumed following Mueller's (1972) analysis of natural rium was closely
properties, comparison is made between presof
annite
Ko data and the experimental data of Wones and Eugster
(1965).This assumptionis also consistentwith unit-cell surescomputed from Equilibrium A and the equilibrium
refinementsof Hewitt and Wones (1975), which show no
(F)
Ann * 2AlrSiOs + Qz:Ms * Alm.
deviation from a linear correlation between volume and
of anorthite, muscovite, and biotite are comcomposition on the annite-phlogopite join. Becausethe Activities
puted
from
annite properties depend on gamet Fe-Mg mixing, two
alternative values have been extracted, one using the
ae.:1a.Xx0 + XA)2/4
properties derived in this study (Table 4, -5142.8 kI/
aa1": 1*"X*X?a)Por,
mol) and the other (-5160.0 kJ/mol) using the Fe-Mg
garnet mixing properties of Ganguly and Saxena(1984).
X^: rot4171P"
+ Mg + Mn + Ti + 16rAl)
The largedifferencebetweenthe valuesderived for annite
a*^: 7^.XtX]")?or,
is a direct consequenceofthe differencesin activity coefficients calculated for pyrope and almandine with the
X"": Fel(Fe + Mg + Mn + Ti + t6rAl)
two models noted above. Comparison of how closely the
two setsofannite-bearing equilibria correspondto other with ^y*, YMs,and 7A"- computed with the models of
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Fuhrman and Lindsley (1988), Chatterjee and Froese
(1975),and Indaresand Martingole (1985;model B), respectively. The latter model accounts for the nonideal
eflectsof Ti and t6lAl,discussedat greater length below.
Use of the preferred thermodynamic properties of annite along with those of garnet in Table 4 yields garnetbiotite temperaturesbetween555 and 6 l5 'C for the Azure
Lake pelites and between 485 and 535 "C for the Mount
Moosilauke pelites. Use of the secondannite value along
with Ganguly and Saxena(1984) garnet properties gives
similar rangesof temperatures,shifted about 50 .C higher
owing largely to the effectsof Mn. The generalsimilarity
of resultswith both models reflectsthe fact that both sets
of calculations are internally consistent and have been
calibrated againstthe garnet-biotite experimentsof Ferry
and Spear(1978).
Figure l0 showspressurescomputed with the preferred
thermodynamic properties. For the Azure Lake pelites,
Equilibrium F gives pressuresthat averageI kbar higher
than Equilibrium A, although for three samplesexcellent
agreementis achieved. For the Mount Moosilauke pelites, four samplesgive nearly coincident pressures,and
two samples give pressuresabout 1.5 kbar higher with
Equilibrium F. In marked contrast,useof the annite properties derived with Ganguly and Saxena's(1984) garnet
model yields pressuresfor sillimanite-bearing samplesthat
averageabout 12 kbar higher with Equilibrium F than
with Equilibrium A. For Azure Lake kyanite-bearingsamples, the discrepanciesincreaseto about 22 kbar. These
extreme differencesin the results of the two sets of calculations are a direct consequenceof the assumedFe-Mg
garnet mixing properties, which are transferred to annite
properties through thermodynamic analysis of experimental data for the garnet-biotite equilibrium. The magnitude ofthese diferencesreflectsthe low entropy ofEquilibrium F, particularly with kyanite, making it an extremely
sensitive test of thermodynamic input data. The reasonable pressurescomputed with Equilibrium F offer strong
support, completely independent of the assumedorthopyroxeneproperties,for the Fe-Mg mixing properties derived herein as comparedto thoseof Ganguly and Saxena
(1984). The same conclusion also applies to the highly
asymmetric model of Geiger et al. (1987) becauseof its
similarity to the model of Ganguly and Saxena.
Although the above comparison supports the garnet
properties derived here, the small discrepanciesapparent
in Figure l0 betweenpressurescomputed with Equilibria
A and F wanant further attention. One complication, albeit a second-ordereffect.is that the Indares and Martingole (1985) model does not specify the separateinteractions of Ti and t6rAlwith Fe and Mg in biotite, only the
- Ws4a6ldifferences.The reW*"r, - Wrnrand WaarptN
sults shown in Figure l0 were computed assuming that
all Ti and rqAl interactions with Fe are zero. When interactions with Fe are assumedto be positive, pressures
computed with Equilibrium F may be lowered by up to
about I kbar, improving results for most of the Azure
Lake samplesbut worseningthem for most of the Mount
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Fig. I 0. Comparison
of pressures
pelitesfrom AzureLake, British
and F for muscovite-bearing
Columbia(Pigage,1982),and Mount Moosilauke,New Hampdata
shire(Hodgesand Spear,1982),usingthe thermodynamic
of Tables3 and 4 and from Berman(1988)alongwith other
in the text. Temperatures
are comactivity modelsdiscussed
puted from the garnet-biotiteequilibrium (Equilibrium E).
of EquilibriaA and E. InSquaresshowthe P-I intersections
betweenEquilibriaF and E are shownby triangles
tersections
for the Azure Lake samplesand by diamondsfor the Mount
Moosilaukesamples.

Moosilauke samples. Until further work addressesthe
separateinteractions of Ti and t6lAl with Fe and Mg in
biotite, it will remain unclear whether the discrepancies
shown in Figure l0 are related to theseeffects,to calibration of garnet mixing properties, or to subtle effects of
disequilibrium in the natural samples.
Binary systemscontaining Mn
Following Ganguly and Kennedy (1974), ideal interactions are assumedon the almandine-spessartinebinary,
consistentwith the very small differencein ionic radii of
Fe2*and Mn2*. Recent displacedphase-equilibrium data
by Koziol and Newton (1987)and Wood (1988)for Equijoin
librium A demonstratethat the grossular-spessartine
is ideal within uncertainties(Fig. I l). Ganguly and Kennedy (1974) and Ganguly and Saxena(1984) derived a
large positive excessenthalpy of mixing on the pyropespessartinebinary Q7656 J/mol) from their analysesof
Mg-Fe fractionation betweengarnet and coexistingphases.On the other hand, Hodgesand Spear(1982) concluded that Zr*" must be close to zero in order to yield
garnet-biotite temperaturesclose to the Al-silicate triple
point for Mount Moosilauke pelites. The present for-
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given in Table 4. Accordingly, and in marked contrast to
the model of Ganguly and Saxena (1984), the ternary
Wohl parametershave been set to zero for this and the
other three ternariesin the quaternary garnet system.

DrscussroN
One of the ultimate goals of theoretical petrology is to
o
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provide thermodynamic data that allow one to calculate
-Y "^
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the same unique pressureand temperature from any of
a)
the equilibria implied by a mineral assemblagethat equilL
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ibrated at the sameP and Z and for which accuratecoma
positional data are available (Powell and Holland, 1988;
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Berman and Brown, 1988). In order to achieve this goal,
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accuratesolution models are needed,as well as accurate
o Koziol ond Newton (1987)
standard-stateproperties. A great deal of attention has
€
been focused recently on providing refinements in both
o wood (1988)
tlpes of thermodynamic data in order to obtain compatibility of ditrerent geobarometersin various chemical systems (e.g., Newton and Perkins, 1982; Anovitz and Es1.0
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0.4
0.6
0.8
sene, 1987; Moecher et al., 1988). Although not
M o l e F r o c t i o nG r o s s u l o r
independentof standard-statethermodynamic data, mulFig. I l. Comparisonof experimental
bracketsfor the equi- ti-equilibrium P-Z calculations provide one of the most
stringent testsfor solution models because,barring a forlibrium 3An : Gr + 2Ky + Qz in the spessartine-grossular
systemwith its positioncalculated
assuming
idealmixing.Sym- tuitous cancellationoferrors, convergencein a singleP-Z
bols with arrowsshowstartingand final garnetcompositions, region can only be achieved if all calculated component
respectively.
activity coefrcients are close to correct. A number of
granuliteshave been studied, and Figure 12 showstypical
graphical results of P-T calculations for a two-pyroxene
mulation of the garnet-biotite geothermometerusing the granulite studied by Coolen (1980). Using the activity
annite properties derived above also gives the most rea- models of Fuhrman and Lindsley (1988) for anorthite,
sonabletemperatureswith ideal Mg-Mn mixing. For the Newton (1983) for clinopyroxeneand orthopyroxene,and
sevenMount Moosilaukesamples(0.09 < Xso< 0.171), this paper for garnet,togetherwith standard-statedata of
calculated temperatures at the Al-silicate triple point Table 3 and from Berman (1988), P-Z intersectionsof
pressure(3.85 kbar) range from 485 to 535 "C, in agree- metastable and stable equilibria are produced within a
ment with the triple-point temperatureof 505 "C. In con- very narrow P-7 window, spanning 20 .C and 0.4 kbar
trast, useof WMEM': 37656J/mol producestemperatures (small dotted region in Fig. l2). In contrast, use of the
from 540 to 595 "C. Analysis of more Mn-rich pelites Moecheret al. (1988)or Gangulyand Saxena(l 984)mix(0.08 < Xs" < 0.532) describedby Raesideet al. (1988) ing properties for garnet leads to much wider divergence
with tIlMgM": 0 also yields very reasonable garnet-rim
among these intersections,ranging over 200 "C and 5.0
biotite temperaturesfor assemblageswith chlorite-albite kbar. This example highlights some of the major differ(390 "C), chlorite-plagioclase(425-455 "C), biotite (446- encesthat can be produced using diferent solution models,
510'C), and sillimanite (485-610 .C). For the same as- a point that is further emphasizedby the fact that pressemblages,use of W*"rro: 37656 J/mol yields 613 'C, sures computed with individual barometers shown in
621-654 'C, 580-645 oC,and 660-790 'C. The latter set Figure 12 are up to 3 kbar higher using the garnet models
of temperaturesis unrealistically high for the lower-grade of Moecheret al. (1988)and Gangulyand Saxena(1984).
rocks and does not show the same consistentcorrelation
A significant problem in testing solution models is that
with increasingmetamorphic grade.
convergencein P-T values derived from various equilibria is only one of the conditions necessaryto be satisCAl,rrnltroN oF TERNARyINTERACTIoNS
fied-some means of assessingthe accuracy of the conWith the exception of the recent study by Koziol and vergencezone must be devised. In addition, all mineral
Newton (1988b, 1988c) on Ca-Mg-Fe gamets, experi- compositions may not have quenched at the same presmental data that can be used to constrain ternary garnet sure and temperature.Newton and Haselton(1981) and
interactions are almost entirely lacking. uer analysis of later Ganguly and Saxena(1984) tested Al-silicate-bearthe preliminary experiments reported by Koziol and ing rocks by comparing pressurescomputed with EquiNewton (1988b) on displacementof Equilibrium A with
librium A with the Al-silicate phase diagram. In order
Ca-Mg-Fe garnet solutions suggeststhat these data are that resultscan be compared directly with theseother two
compatible with a Wohl ternary CrB interaclion param- models, the same test is applied here. Although this test
eter equal to zero, assumingthe binary mixing properties suffersfrom the limitations discussedabove. a minimum
^16
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number of standard-state properties are involved in the
calculation, and these are extremely well constrained by
both direct calorimetric measurementsas well as phaseequilibrium data. The major sources of uncertainty in
using this test to assessgarnet solution properties are the
effects of uncertainties in standard-stateproperties and
plagioclasesolution properties. Although Berman (1988)
does not present uncertainties in standard-stateproperties, pressurescomputed with Equilibrium A are viewed
more optimistically than concluded by Hodges and
McKenna (1987), becausethe processof thermodynamic
analysis results in significant refinement beyond the experimental data concerned solely with this equilibrium.
As pointed out by Hodges and McKenna (1987), the effects of uncertainties in plagioclase solution properties
cannot be quantified because of the variety of different
assumptionsthat form the basis of alternate model calibrations. An additional source of error is the nontrivial
shift in the position of the Al-silicate phase boundaries
for any given rock caused by grain size and minor impurities (e.g., Kerrick, 1987). Becausethe slope of the
kyanite-sillimanite transition is almost parallel to that of
equilibrium A, errors in estimated equilibration temper-

atures of the rock are of importance only in comparison
with andalusite-sillimaniteassemblages.
Use of the standard-stateproperties provided by Berman (1988) and the garnet solution properties in Table 4
leads to good agreementbetweenpressurescomputed with
Equilibrium A and the calculated Al-silicate phase diagram (Fig. l3). As with the calibration of Newton and
Haselton (1981), the only major discrepancyoccurs for a
sillimanite-bearing granulite (calculatedpressure: 10.0
kbar) reported by Perkins (1979), but much of this discrepancymay be due to errors in the computed anorthite
activity, as this sample contains the most anorthite-poor
plagioclase(X^: 0.05) of all the samplesplotted. The
remaining small inconsistenciesare within the uncertainty of the pressurecomparison, and it is satisryingto find
that such good agreementcan be achievedwithout resort
to the large ternary interaction parameters derived by
Ganguly and Saxena(1984) throueh optimization of this
same comparison.
A much more sensitivetest than placing a given sample
within one stability field can be applied to rocks that
contain two or more Al-silicate polymorphs (Fig. l3). Although discrepanciesare noted for individual Mount
Moosilauke samples, these are consistent with the expected shifts in Al-silicate phase boundaries caused by
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AppBNorx

I

The equations below can be used for the calculation of activsystemusing
ities in the grossular-pyrope-almandine-sp€ssartine
Margules parametersfrom Table 4.
Expansion ofEquation I yields (l : grossular,2 : pyrope, 3
: almandine, 4 : spessartine):
3RT ln 7*
: W,,r(2X,X, - 2X?Xr) + Wrrr(X3 - 2XXZ)
+ wu3(2xrx3 - 2x?x3) + wr33(x?- 2xx3)
+ wil4(2xrx4 - 2x?x4) + w'oo(X? - 2xxz)
+ w2ne2x?x3) + w'33(-2xrx?)

(Al)

+ w224e2x4x') + W244e2XzXZ)
+ w334(-2x?x4) + w3s(-2x3x?)
- 2XLX2)<4)
+ WB(X2X3 - 2xtx2x) + W124(X2X4
+ wr34(x3x4 - 2xtx3x)
3RT ln 7""
: w,rr(X? - zxlxr)

+ wr34(-2xrx3x4)

+ w02(2xtx2 - 2xXZ)

+ wr3(-2x?x3) + wr33(-2x1x32)
+ wu4(-2x?x4) + wr44(-2xrx?)
+ W2B(2X2X3- 2XZX) + Wr33(X3- 2X,X3)
+ Wzz4(2X2X4- zxl){) + W244(XZ- 2XrXZ)
+ W334(-2X?X4)+ W344(-2X3X?)
+ wr23(xrx3 - 2xtx2x) + wr24(xrx4 - 2xrxrx4)
+ Wr34(-2XrX3Xo) + Wr34(X3X4- 2X2X3){'4)

(A2)
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3RT ln 7^: W,,z(-2X?Xr) + Wrrr(-2XrXZ)
+ Wr3(X? - 2X?X) + Wr33(2XrX3- 2XtX?)
+ W1r4(-2X?Xo)+ Wr44(-2XrX?)
- 2Xr){?)
+ Wrr3(X3- 2)(7){) + W233(2X2X3

AppnNnrx 2
Abbreviations of mineral names:

(A3)

+ w224e2xlx)

+ w244e2x2x:4\
+ W334(2X3X4- 2){3X) + W344(X?- 2:(3){?)
+ wr23(xrx2 - 2xtx2x3) + wr24(-2xrxrx4)
+ wr34(xrx4 - 2xrx3x4) * wrro(Xr& - 2x2x3x4)
3RT ln 7.0
: W,,r(-2X?Xr) + W,rr(-2XrX;)
+ wr3(-2x?x3) + wr33(-2x'x3)
+ wr14(x? - 2x?x,) + wr44(2xrx4 - 2x'x3)
+ w2$e2xzx3) + wr33(-2xrx3)
+ w-o(Xr, - 2X3X) + W24(2X2){^4- 2X}XZ)
+ W334(X3- 2X?X) + W3g(2X3X4- 2)(3X?)

(A4)

+ wrB(-2xrx2x3) + wr24(xrx2 - 2xrx2x4)
+ wr34(xrx3 - 2xrx3x4) + w234(x2x3- 2x2x3x4)

with ternary parameters given by Equation 2. Activities are computed by
ac.:

(Xc,'?o)3

a", : (X."'7.r)3
am:

(Xn-'1n-)3

aso : (Xsn'?so)3

AIm
An
Ann
En
Fa
Fs
61
Ilm
Ky
Ms
Phl
Py
Qz
Rt
Si
Sp

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

almandine
anorthite
annite
enstatite
fayalite
ferrosilite
gr.ossular
ilmenite
kyanite
rnuscovite
phlogopite
pyrope
quartz
rutile
sillimanite
spessartine

